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Red Heart® Grande™: 1 ball 
each 402 Foggy A, 511 
Wintergreen B, 110 Aran C

Red Heart® Super Saver®: 
1 skein 0311 White D

Wooden frame loom, such 
as Melissa & Doug® Wooden 
Multi-Craft Loom

Wooden needle (included 
with Multi-Craft Loom)

Dowel or stick for hanging

RED HEART® 
Grande™, Art 826 
available in 5.29 oz 
(150 g), 46 yd  
(42 m) balls

Designed by Red Heart 
Design Team

What you will need:

continued...

Woven Wall Hanging
If you love the boho style of tapestry wall 
hangings, this project is for you. Weaving 

is quick and easy with Grande yarn and a wooden 
frame loom! Follow the pattern or create your own 

design. 

Weaving measures approximately 
9” x 16 ½” (22 x 42 cm)

PREPARE LOOM 
1. Find the center of your loom; mark

with a piece of tape.

2. Using D, warp your loom. To begin,
secure yarn end to top of loom.
Guide the yarn down and up though
the notches, filling the weaving
area from left to right with vertical
strands. When your weaving area is
large enough, cut yarn and secure to
top of loom. These strands are called
the warp.

WEAVING
1. Cut piece of A approximately 5 feet

(1.5m) long. Thread wooden needle
with yarn and work across the loom,
going behind one vertical strand and
in front of the next.
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continued...

2. Pull yarn through warp yarn, leaving
a 6” (15 cm) tail. Gently push yarn
close to the bottom of the loom,
leaving space to make finishing
easier. For the next row, be sure to
go around the last strand so it is
included in the weaving. Weave the
wooden needle in and out of the
warp in the opposite order of the
first row.

Gently push yarn down with your 
fingers so the rows are even. 

3. Continue weaving in this manner with
A, until you have about 1½” (4 cm)
woven on the loom. Leave a 6”
(15 cm) tail.

4. Cut a piece of B approximately 5 feet
(1.5m) long and weave with this color
for 2” (5 cm), leaving a tail at the
start and finish of this section, and
every time you have to add new yarn.

5. To prepare for fringe, change to color
C, and weave a section that is 5½”
(14 cm) wide and 2½” (6cm) high.

6. Fringe: Cut 10” (25 cm) lengths of
yarn with C for the fringe. To attach
fringe to loom, fold one length of C
in half, positioning the center over 2
strands of warp yarn. Tuck the ends
around the outside of the two warp
strands to create the fringe’s ‘knot’.
Gently pull the ends down towards
the bottom of the loom, pulling it
snug, remember to keep your warp
yarn straight. For the next piece of C,
move to the next two warp strands
and repeat.

7. To create layers, stagger your fringe
knots along the warp. Continue
adding to the loom until fringe is as
tall as the previously woven section
of C.

8. After fringe is complete, weave
across all warp strands with C for 1”
(2.5 cm)
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9. Shapes: Cut a length of B for the first
part of the triangle. Weave for 7” (18
cm) into the warp, wrapping around
the closest warp strand, weave back
to the edge you started on. On the
next row, stop weaving one strand
before the last warp strand on the
row below; wrap and turn. Continue
in this manner until the warp being
worked on measures around 3”
(7.5 cm), fasten off.

10. With C, start from the opposite edge
of the woven shape and work up to
the shape; wrap and turn around the
warp strand.

11. On the next row, wrap and turn
around the next warp to share a row
with B.

continued...

12. Continue to wrap and turn, securing
the warp as you reach the strands
in each row until the weaving with C
reaches all the way across the loom,
continue for 1” (2.5 cm).

13. Change to A for the next section,
weaving 3 rows before beginning to
make a new shape. Fasten off when
shape is 3 warp strands wide.

14. With B, starting on the opposite
edge as A, fill in the rest of the warp,
continuing all the way across the
loom until the section measures
approximately 1½” (4 cm) from the
tallest point of the A shape.

15. Change to C and weave until you
have filled the remaining warp on
the loom.
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FINISHING
1. Weave in all tails while weaving is still

on the loom.
2. To remove the weaving from the loom,

gently pull the loops up and off the
pegs, using the wooden needle if
necessary.

3. To finish the warp, either gently push
the Grande yarn down to cover the
loops or carefully cut the loops and
tie knots.

4. To hide the ends, use a crochet hood
to pull the warp down into the piece.

5. Use a length of B to attach the
weaving to stick or dowel for hanging.
Attach the yarn to the top edge of
the piece, and referring to photo
loosely whipstitch around the stick
or dowel.
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